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Oxford IB Diploma Programme: IB Prepared: Chemistry (Online)
Ensure that the needs of all IB Students are met with this comprehensive and
flexible Student Book, written specifically for the updated Spanish ab initio course.
- Communicate confidently by exploring the five prescribed themes through
authentic texts and skills practice at the right level, delivered in clear learning
pathways. - Produce coherent written texts and deliver proficient presentations
with grammar and vocabulary introduced in context and in relation to appropriate
spoken and written registers. - Improve receptive skills with authentic written
texts, audio recordings spoken at a natural pace, and carefully crafted reading and
listening tasks. - Promote global citizenship, intercultural understanding and an
appreciation of Hispanic cultures through a wide range of text types and cultural
material from around the world. - Deliver effective practice with a range of
structured tasks within each unit that build reading, listening, speaking and writing
skills. - Establish meaningful links to TOK and CAS, and identify learner profile
attributes in action. The audio for the Student Book is FREE to download from
www.hoddereducation.com/ibextras Answers to the Student Book are included in
the accompanying subscription based, Teaching and Learning Resources

IB English B Course Book
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Supporting Oxford's new Course Book, this fully-updated Skills and Practice text
uses a range of interactive activities to build and consolidate vital assessment
skills - maximizing achievement.

IB Psychology Course Book
IB Prepared resources are developed directly with the IB to provide the most up-todate, authentic and authoritative guidance on DP assessment. IB Prepared: English
B provides strategic guidance, authentic sample material and exam-style practice
opportunities, allowing learners to consolidate the skills that are essential to
success.

IB Skills and Practice: Spanish B
The most comprehensive match to the new 2014 Chemistry syllabus, this
completely revised edition gives you unrivalled support for the new concept-based
approach, the Nature of science. The only DP Chemistry resource that includes
support directly from the IB, focused exam practice, TOK links and real-life
applications drive achievement.

IB Sports, Exercise & Health Science Course Book
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Exam board: International Baccalaureate Level: IB Diploma Subject: English First
teaching: September 2019 First exams: Summer 2021 Develop competent
communicators who can demonstrate a sound conceptual understanding of the
language with a flexible course that ensures thorough coverage of the updated
English B Guide and is designed to meet the needs of all IB students at Standard
and Higher Level. - Empower students to communicate confidently by exploring the
five prescribed themes through authentic texts and skills practice at the right level,
delivered in clear learning pathways. - Ensure students are able to produce
coherent written texts and deliver proficient presentations with grammar and
vocabulary introduced in context and in relation to appropriate spoken and written
registers. - Improve receptive skills with authentic written texts, audio recordings
spoken at a natural pace, and carefully crafted reading and listening tasks. Promote global citizenship, intercultural understanding and an appreciation of
English cultures through a wide range of text types and cultural material from
around the world. - Deliver effective practice with a range of structured tasks
within each unit that build reading, listening, speaking and writing skills. - Establish
meaningful links to TOK and CAS, and identify learner profile attributes in action.
The audio for the Student Book is FREE to download from
www.hoddereducation.com/ibextras

Spanish ab initio for the IB Diploma
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Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History covers the breadth of the
chronological history of the United States and also provides the necessary depth to
ensure the course is manageable for instructors and students alike. U.S. History is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of most courses. The
authors introduce key forces and major developments that together form the
American experience, with particular attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that have shaped the United States from
both the top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and bottom up (eyewitness
accounts, lived experience).

IB English A: Literature IB English A: Literature Online Course
Book
Offering an unparalleled level of assessment support, IB Prepared: Chemistry has
been developed directly with the IB to provide the most up-to-date, authentic and
authoritative guidance on DP assessment.

U.S. History
Suitable for standard and higher level students, this resource is written by an
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experienced IB English teacher following the English B syllabus. Features include
activities and authentic texts to develop reading and comprehension, integrated
study ideas for IB central core, featuring LP (Learner profile), CAS (Creativity,
Action, Service), TOK (Theory of Knowledge) EE (Extended Essay), and a Glossary
with definitions of key vocabulary. This title offers comprehensive learning and
support for teachers and students, ideas for extensive reading material, activities
to build language skills and cultural understanding for extension essays, research,
exam preparation and a free teacher resources website: ibdiploma.cambridge.org.

In Cold Blood
The most comprehensive and correct syllabus coverage, with unrivalled guidance
and support straight from the IB. This course book is completely comprehensive
with over 600 pages and a free eBook, and was written with the IB so you can trust
in an authoritative syllabus match. Fully addresses the new focus on the GDC.

Spanish B for the IB Diploma Student's Book
IB Prepared resources are developed directly with the IB to provide the most up-todate, authentic and authoritative guidance on DP assessment. IB Prepared:
Spanish B provides strategic guidance, authentic sample material and exam-style
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practice opportunities, allowing learners to consolidatethe skills that are essential
to success.

IB Physics Course Book
Featuring a wealth of digital content, this concept-based Print and Enhanced Online
Course Book Pack has been developed in cooperation with the IB to provide the
most comprehensive support for the new DP Mathematics: analysis and
approaches HL syllabus, for first teaching in September 2019.

Spanish B for the IB Diploma Second Edition
Develop confident linguists, who appreciate other cultures with this course, based
closely around the IB's desired learner profile. This Teacher's Resource Book,
written in Spanish, provides all that you need to plan and run this course including
sample lesson plans, planning tools and teaching notes. Answers to all the
activities and transcripts of the audio files found within the Student's Book and
Audio CD are also inlcuded. Additional vocabluary, extention activities and useful
resources including organisations, websites and literary texts will help you stretch
your students and teach even better lessons. This course: - Builds language skills
through carefully crafted tasks and grammar practice - Improves exam
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performance with activities for all aspects of IB Spanish assessment - Promotes
global citizenship and an appreciation of Hispanic Culture through culturally
appropriate stimulus material (including a particular emphasis on the Americas)
Coming soon: vocabulary available online at Vocab Express, an interactive learning
application. Visit www.vocabexpress.co.uk/hodder for more information.

IB Chemistry Course Book
Secure the essential language foundations. This resource helps you develop vital
comprehension and skills in phases 1 and 2, thoroughly preparing learners to
progress. An inquiry-based format applies key and related concepts to relevant
learning material, helping you fully deliver the MYPapproach and build meaningful
conceptual connections.* Build a strong foundation of Spanish skills and
comprehension, preparing MYP learners to progress* Simplify early language
acquisition, fully securing the basics* Fully integrate concept-based learning with
an inquiry-based unit structure that drives independent thinking* Apply inquirybased techniques to age and phase appropriate language learning material* Build
interpreting, listening, speaking reading and writing skills framed within key and
related concepts* Connect activities with the MYP assessment criteria, preparing
learners for summative assessment* Mapped to the current MYP curriculum
framework
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IB Business Management Course Book 2014 edition
The Spanish Course Companion and Study Guide are aimed at the 2011 Languages
B Diploma programme and are suitable for Higher and Standard level. These two
components provide plenty of guidance and information about topics that students
need to deal with the themes, text types and assessment required for the new
Languages B Diploma programme.

Oxford IB Diploma Programme: IB Prepared: Spanish B
The Spanish course book and Study Guide have been written specifically for the
Languages B programme which will be taught from September 2011 with first
assessment from May 2013. These two components are suitable for both Higher
and Standard level students. These two components provide plenty of guidance
and information about topics that students need to deal with the themes, text
types and assessment required for the new Languages B Diploma programme. The
course book covers all the core and optional topics and has a separate unit on
literature. Students are given a wide variety of text types and assessment-style
questions and are encouraged to think and reflect in an IB-inspired way. Further
links are made throughout to Theory of Knowledge and Creativity, Action, Service.
·The most comprehensive and written specifically for the most recent Language B
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syllabus, including all the options ·Authentic and current Spanish texts resonate
with learners and drive discussion, strengthening critical thought ·

IB Spanish B, Skills and Practice
Exam board: International Baccalaureate Level: IB Diploma Subject: French First
teaching: September 2018 First exams: Summer 2020 Develop competent
communicators who can demonstrate a sound conceptual understanding of the
language with a flexible course that ensures thorough coverage of the updated
French B Guide and is designed to meet the needs of all IB students at Standard
and Higher Level. - Empower students to communicate confidently by exploring the
five prescribed themes through authentic texts and skills practice at the right level,
delivered in clear learning pathways. - Ensure students are able to produce
coherent written texts and deliver proficient presentations with grammar and
vocabulary introduced in context and in relation to appropriate spoken and written
registers. - Improve receptive skills with authentic written texts, audio recordings
spoken at a natural pace, and carefully crafted reading and listening tasks. Promote global citizenship, intercultural understanding and an appreciation of
Francophone cultures through a wide range of text types and cultural material
from around the world. - Deliver effective practice with a range of structured tasks
within each unit that build reading, listening, speaking and writing skills. - Establish
meaningful links to TOK and CAS, and identify learner profile attributes in action.
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The audio for the Student Book is FREE to download from
www.hoddereducation.com/ibextras

English B for the IB Diploma
The most comprehensive match to the new 2014 Chemistry syllabus, this
completely revised edition gives you unrivalled support for the new concept-based
approach, the Nature of science. The only DP Chemistry resource that includes
support directly from the IB, focused exam practice, TOK links and real-life
applications drive achievement.

Mañana Coursebook
For students studying the new Language A Language and Literature syllabus for
the IB Diploma. Written by an experienced, practising IB English teacher, this new
title is an in-depth and accessible guide for Standard and Higher Level students of
the new Language A Language and Literature syllabus for the IB Diploma. This
lively, well structured coursebook is available in both print and e-book formats and
includes: key concepts in studying language and literature; text extracts from
World literature (in English and in translation); international media and language
sources; a wide variety of activities to build skills; materials for exam preparation;
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guidance on assessment; Theory of Knowledge links; and Extended essay
opportunities.

MYP Spanish Language Acquisition Phases 1 and 2
Exam board: International Baccalaureate Level: IB Diploma Subject: Spanish First
teaching: September 2018 First exams: Summer 2020 Develop competent
communicators who can demonstrate a sound conceptual understanding of the
language with a flexible course that ensures thorough coverage of the updated
Spanish B Guide and is designed to meet the needs of all IB students at Standard
and Higher Level. - Empower students to communicate confidently by exploring the
five prescribed themes through authentic texts and skills practice at the right level,
delivered in clear learning pathways. - Ensure students are able to produce
coherent written texts and deliver proficient presentations with grammar and
vocabulary introduced in context and in relation to appropriate spoken and written
registers. - Improve receptive skills with authentic written texts, audio recordings
spoken at a natural pace, and carefully crafted reading and listening tasks. Promote global citizenship, intercultural understanding and an appreciation of
Hispanic cultures through a wide range of text types and cultural material from
around the world. - Deliver effective practice with a range of structured tasks
within each unit that build reading, listening, speaking and writing skills. - Establish
meaningful links to TOK and CAS, and identify learner profile attributes in action.
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The audio for the Student Book is FREE to download from
www.hoddereducation.com/ibextras

Mathematics
This book fully addresses all the components of this new course, which ranges from
anatomy and physiology to psychological skills training to nutrition. Full of
activities, illustrations, diagrams and photographs, this book will bring the subject
to life and provide a deep understanding of the science behind the body and
physical activity, clearly relating this to human well-being. Included are the
essential IB elements of TOK, international-mindedness and the learner profile, so
you can trust your teaching links up with the IB ethos. ·Make sure students fully
understand - lots of full colour diagrams, illustrations and photographs clearly
explain scientific concepts ·Trust that everything is covered - the entire syllabus is
addressed in an accessible format ·Provide the best exam preparation - lots of
activities are included along with support for all aspects of the examination ·Know
learning is in line with the IB ethos - support for TOK, international-mindedness and
the learner profile is include

English B for the IB Diploma Coursebook
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Completely updated by a Business and Management workshop leader to accurately
match the new 2014 syllabus, this new edition includes a special focus on the new
concept-based learning requirement. Every topic is comprehensively covered, plus
full assessment support drives high achievement and TOK links ensure learning
aligns to the IB philosophy.

IB French B Course Book
Powerful account of the brutal slaying of a Kansas family by two young ex-convicts.

Mathematics - Analysis and Approaches
Comprehensively covering all the core and option units for the 2009 syllabus at SL
and HL, this text provides unrivalled preparation for IB assessment and was
uniquely developed with the IB. Integrating examination of ethical issues, research
methods and more, it will spur the highest levels of critical thought and support top
achievement.

IB Mathematical Studies SL Course Book
Our bestselling IB Diploma course book for Economics has been revised and
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updated in line with the 2011 syllabus change. Now in colour, with increased
diagrams and photographs to support students' learning as well as a CD-ROM that
contains 17 handy revision sheets, specimen papers, glossary, and weblinks for
further research.

Oxford IB Diploma Programme: Sports, Exercise and Health
Science Course Companion
Developed with the IB to accurately match the 2011 syllabus, this comprehensive
text tangibly builds fluency and strengthens assessment potential. Oral activities in
every chapter build confident speaking skills, and a dedicated unit on literature
stretches learners beyond functional language-learning, ensuring exceptional
achievement.

French B for the IB Diploma Second edition
Written by an experienced teacher, this comprehensive book will provide students
with all the material and practice they need to succeed in this brand new subject
area. Packed with visual explanation and practice, it will help students fully
understand the science behind the body and its relationship to human well-being.
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Spanish B for the Ib Diploma
Developed in cooperation with the IB, this student-friendly, concept-based Course
Book has been comprehensively updated to support all aspects of the new English
A: Literature syllabus, for first teaching in September 2019. With in-depth coverage
of the new Areas of Exploration, concepts and global concerns, the resource
provides a clear and accessible route through the course - from text selection and
analysis to assessment. The IB English A: Literature Course Book is available in
print, online and as a print and online pack.

IB Economics Course Book
Oxford IB Diploma Programme: IB Prepared: Biology
Developed with the IB, this course book accurately matches the 2011 syllabus for
SL and HL, and is packed with support straight from the IB to ensure exceptional
achievement. It covers all the core and optional topics, and includes a unit on
literature to stretch learners beyond functional language-learning.

French B: IB Skills and Practice
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Develop confident linguists, who appreciate other cultures with this course, based
closely around the IB's desired learner profile. This text caters for Language B students learning Spanish as a second language at Standard and Higher levels. It
includes a starter unit to help bridge the gap from pre-16 exams into the
distinctive requirements of the IB Diploma. - Builds language skills through
carefully crafted tasks and grammar practice - Improves exam performance with
activities for all aspects of IB Spanish assessment - Promotes global citizenship and
an appreciation of Hispanic culture through stimulus material, including a
particular emphasis on the Americas Each copy includes an Audio CD providing
tracks for the listening exercises

Oxford IB Diploma Programme: Geography Course Companion
Prepare IB learners to achieve and progress. Developed directly with the IB for the
revised syllabus first examined 2019, this Course Book fully supports all the SL and
HL themes. Integrating concept-based learning and with even more support for EAL
learners, this text helps you truly deliver the IB approach to learning Geography.
Fully support the revised syllabus for first examination 2019, developed directly
with the IB Engage learners with topical case studies they can instantly relate to
the world around them Get the best from your EAL students with straightforward
language and integrated definitions Simplify complex ideas and develop
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conceptual awareness with a focused, concept-based approach Build assessment
potential, with assessment support that secures the essential exam foundations
Supporting Study Guide fully prepares learners to succeed in IB assessment Covers
all the core and optional themes for SL and HL

Oxford IB Diploma Programme: IB Prepared: English B
Offering an unparalleled level of assessment support, IB Prepared: Biology has
been developed directly with the IB to provide the most up-to-date, authentic and
authoritative guidance on DP assessment.

IB Spanish B Course Book
Business and Management
Written by experienced French B teachers and workshop leaders and designed to
solidify all the skills central to IB assessment, this focused study tool
comprehensively matches the 2011 syllabus. Packed with targeted skills
development exercises and with thorough insight into exam structure, it supports
exceptional achievement.
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IB Spanish B Online Course Book
Developed with the IB, this course book accurately matches the current syllabus
for SL and HL, and is packed with support straight from the IB to ensure
exceptional achievement. It covers all the core and optional topics, and includes a
unit on literature to stretch learners beyond functionallanguage-learning.

Spanish B
Written by Kawther Saa'd AlDin and a team of experienced English B teachers, this
text is used by hundreds of teachers worldwide. With the most comprehensive
mapping to the most recent syllabus and assessment support directly from the IB,
you can trust it to support confident development of the four language skills while
progressing exam potential.

Oxford IB Diploma Programme: Spanish B Course Companion
An expertly written Spanish B course now updated for first examination 2020,
providing students with thought-provoking materials to help them develop strong
language skills and solid critical thinking. The coursebook helps students develop
their Spanish language skills as they explore the five themes from the new IB
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Diploma Language B guide: identities, experiences, human ingenuity, social
organisation and sharing the planet. Each unit begins with 'big questions' that get
learners thinking about global topics such as, 'how do we express our identity?'
These help students appreciate wider issues before developing their reading,
writing, speaking and listening skills through international texts, practice exercises
and activities in the style of the exam. Answers to questions and audio files for the
listening exercises are in the teacher's resource.

Oxford IB Diploma Programme IB Prepared: Engllish B (Online)
The most comprehensive and correct syllabus coverage, with unrivalled guidance
and support straight from the IB. This online course book includes over 600 pages
of practice to cement understanding. Blending crucial practice with inquiry, it
adopts a truly IB approach to mathematics. - The most comprehensive syllabus
coverage - the truest match to the IB syllabus, written with the IB - Complete
worked solutions - a full set of worked solutions included online - Extensive practice
- over 600 pages of practice cements comprehension - Up-to-date GDC support take the confusion out of GDC use and help students focus on the theory Definitive assessment preparation - exam-style papers and questions will build
confidence - The Exploration - supported by a full chapter, to guide you through
this new component - Real world approach - connect mathematics with human
behaviour, language, morality and more - Multiplatform access, compatible with
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PCs, Macs, iPads, tablets and more - Also available in print format - The license is
valid until 31st December 2020 About the Series: IB Diploma Course Books are
essential resource materials designed in cooperation with the IB to provide
students with extra support through their IB studies. Course Books provide advice
and guidance on specific course assessment requirements, mirroring the IB
philosophy and providing opportunities for critical thinking.

English Language and Literature for the IB Diploma
Offering an unparalleled level of assessment support, IB Prepared: Spanish B has
been developed directly with the IB to provide the most up-to-date, authentic and
authoritative guidance on DP assessment.

Ib Mathematical Studies
The Spanish course book is aimed at the 2011 Languages B Diploma programme
and is suitable for Higher and Standard level. It provides guidance about topics
that students need to deal with the themes, text types and assessment required.
The book covers all the core and optional topics and has a separate unit on
literature.
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